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1. Introduction
National Taiwan University Hospital (NTUH) is a large scale healthcare centre and has been operating over hundred years. Currently, it includes different generations of Healthcare Information Systems (HIS); there are over 30 major independent systems in NTUH. These systems consist of clinical information applications focusing on patient cares, pharmacy, laboratory and radiology systems, administrative facilities, financial systems, resource management, claims processing, etc. The portal is an essential entity to integrate, glue these systems, platforms together. An effective, convenient as well as user friendly portal can provide adequate information for NTUH staff, medical practitioners’ daily operations. Moreover, a Single Sign on Service (SSOS) design is crucial to unify, simplify various systems log-on processing.

As NTUH users’ requirements increase rapidly, the number of menu selections, i.e., applications or function linkages, grows exponentially. The scrollable extension menu, implemented in the previous portal, is not spatial, temporal sufficiently and efficiently. The maintainability of menu items is hampered under the situation. Furthermore, in general, a user normally accesses not more than 10 function selections. In order to trace individual behaviours for frequently executed functions, a logging scheme, containing a list of actions, is proposed. Assistive web technologies for persons with disabilities are initiated. Therefore, to improve the NTUH portal, we explore and launch a new one to achieve the targets.

2. Background & Related Work
2.1 Background
National Taiwan University Hospital (NTUH) was established in 1895. There are approximate 8,000 outpatients, 300 emergency cases, daily on average, and around 2,200 beds for inpatients. The NTUH portal is the main entrance to various aggregated systems supporting operations for NTUH staffs, physicians as well as educational purposes. The portal provides essential directions for users to browse over NTUH Intranet behind the firewalls. It involves extensible difficulties:
1) There are over 30, rapidly increasing, major independent systems in NTUH. The systems encompass many resources; it becomes cumbersome for medical staff to authenticate every time while attempting to access a new resource. The legacy or previous portal did not support SSOS. Users need to keep separate identifications, passwords to execute different systems individually.

In addition, the multiple login processes disturb medical staffs. It also generates resistances and causes the system’s usage downgrade or undesirable. There were cases that doctors avoid the login process, and simply provide usernames, passwords to the assistants and ask them to operate directly. The situation raises security concerns regarding the correctness of patient’s records and data entered. Later, it may generate threats to patient’s health or life. A Single Sign-On facility is a must.

2) The previous portal main page contains scrollable extension menu (Weng et al., 2007; Goodman, 2003) to support function linkages. As NTUH users’ operation demands increase, the number of linkages, steady increments, is over 300 currently. The scrollable menu is not spatial sufficiently, well organized. Thus, the menu utilization is not convenient.

3) The existing portal has been implemented at server side ASP scripting technologies. Any ASP page modification only requires uploading onto web servers for menu deployment. However, the newly designed portal is implemented in ASP.NET with C# programming language. C# is a compiling language. If any menu altered, the server side programs have to be re-compiled and re-deployed. The menu modification efforts increase significantly. Therefore, more efficient approaches ought to be brought up and enhanced under the new environment.

4) Because of lacking maintenance, the legacy portal contains failure links as well as redundant entrances in the previous scrollable extension menu.

2.2 Related Work

2.2.1 Web portal system

The web portal services have turned into an imperative part of human life. The portal is an environment through which a user can gain access to web-based information and tools from a single Internet location (Brakel, 2003; Mary, 2002; Tsai et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2004). Early clinical systems attempted to provide the functionality envisioned by the computer-based patient records, but were hampered by incompatible standards and a lack of interconnectivity (Freudenstein et al., 1997; McDonald et al., 1998). With the development of the web portal services, almost every large system vendor is now offering a web-based clinical system (Shepherd, 2000). In particular, consumers of health care are demanding easy access to relevant health information (Lee et al., 2007; Raghupathi, 1997; Zirpins et al., 2001).

A web portal is built upon layers of services and component modules (Azar et al., 2008; Freudenstein et al., 2006; Murray, 2002; Murray, 2003; Oo, 2006). The framework must facilitate the integration of a wide range of data, provide efficient access to relevant content, and incorporate the ability to organize materials that employees routinely operate.

There is no definitive categorization of the types of web portals (Azar et al., 2008). Strauss (Strauss, 2002) categorizes web portals into “Horizontal Enterprise Portals” and “Vertical Enterprise Portals”. The classification of horizontal and vertical portals is the most commonly used and understood method (Tsai et al., 2005; Brakel, 2003; Zirpins et al., 2001;
Amor, 1999). In general, portals are in layered, web, architectures (Murray, 2002; Freudenstein et al., 2006; Murray, 2003).

Murray (Murray, 2002) defined that a healthcare portal strategy is comprised of six layers. To accomplish these, each layer addresses its primary functionalities. For examples, in the Security layer, a single sign on environment for all users is the basis of providing a single point of entrance (Russler et al., 2001; Hsieh et al., 2006). The Enterprise Application Integration layer provides the ability to exchange and integrate data among applications via open standards, e.g. eXtensible Markup Language (XML) (Freudenstein et al., 2006; Murray, 2003).

In addition, the web-based applications are designed to be modular and built on a distributed, n-tier architecture. The middle tier seamlessly connects the front end, web-based browsers, to the back end servers, or applications (Shepherd, 2000; Oo, 2006). Overtime, new business applications and capabilities can simply be added to existing resources within the highly extensible architecture (Yang et al., 2006). The ability of identifying and extracting pertinent information in an efficient manner is paramount. Moreover, the portal should be programmable and flexible so that the information can be dynamically selected from various sources (Trippe, 2001). The ability to exchange data among applications and provide application integration enterprise-wide is a fundamental component of a successful web portal (Rosen, 2000; Rudenstien, 2000). Within healthcare, the Health Level Seven (HL7) standard defines the format and protocol of messages that are exchanged among healthcare applications. It enables systems to create XML documents that incorporate HL7 message content (Shepherd, 2000; Arbor, 2000).

### 2.2.2 Service oriented architecture

A Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) represents the current pinnacle of interoperability, in which resources on a network are available as individual, loosely-coupled and independent services (Freudenstein et al., 2006; Murray, 2003; Bunge et al., 2008; Lewis et al., 2007). As Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) matures, an efficient approach for the integration of web services in portals is required. SOA is a desirable and inevitable solution.

In summary, a successful portal includes determining factors: 1) architecture built on layers of services and component modules; 2) providing the ability to inter-mingled data and content from multiple sources stored in multiple formats; 3) a framework that is extensible by employing open standards in the development of portal services (Mary, 2002; Brakel, 2003; Azar et al., 2008).

### 2.2.3 Single sign-on approach

Single sign-on is a simple means of managing passwords and authenticating users to various applications. It allows users to access all authorized services and resources seamlessly (Adabala et al., 2004; Heckle et al., 2008; Volchkov, 2001; Heckle, 2007; Mauro, 2008). However, its implementation has tremendous complexities that involve overall security policies, user profiles, natures of business, integration of legacy, web applications portfolios, cost structures of Information Technology operations, as well as future application development strategies (Heckle et al., 2008; Volchkov, 2001).

In general, pragmatic approaches adopt the following criteria: 1) modifying existing applications and building new ones, synchronizing passwords to share recourses and
services; 2) establishing external tools or an authentication middleware, layer to support authentication methods or servers; 3) configuring legacy applications with their existing directories and synchronizing with the enterprise directory, central administration promptly; 4) delegating or mapping user credentials or capabilities on resources; 5) developing trust channels to deliver, share user credentials information (Adabala et al., 2004; Heckle et al., 2008; Volchkov, 2001; Heckle, 2007). In addition, the single sign-on technology can mitigate the shortcomings of id/password approaches.

2.2.4 Web resources monitoring

The web servers record their visitors’ behaviours, e.g., handling the resource requests from clients in log files; statistical analyses of these files can provide measurements on total page acquired, referrals, visitors’ uniqueness, as well as requested resource types (Bracke, 2002; Anamarija et al., 2002). In addition, the logging services and analyses have been adopted in a few healthcare and bioscience websites to determine the usefulness of online resources. Furthermore, the system evaluation can enhance the online health sciences to conform to the healthcare practitioners needs as well as to identify patient-specific information (Liu et al., 2006). The techniques can assist administrators to evaluate websites, analyze resource usages, justify the resource priorities, and improve websites design (Rowbottom et al., 2005; Chen & Cimino, 2003; Chen & Cimino, 2004).

2.2.5 Site map

Numerous design and usability guidelines suggested that a site map is necessary for every web site (Farkas & Farkas, 2000; Nielson, 2002). A well designed site map mirrors its associated web site contents, link structures accordingly. It can alleviate users’ bewilderment during web navigating (Bernard, 1999), to understand an overview of a site topology, and to search for required information quickly and accurately (Dieberger, 1997; Kim & Hirtle, 1995; Li et al., 2001). In principle, the criteria for prominent large web site maps can be summarized as: 1) capable of covering the contents of Web sites; 2) capable of supporting navigation via visualized Web site topologies; 3) flexible to illustrate or render the web contents and link structures imposing hidden or flatten descriptions, i.e., with multiple granularity of details or topic-focused; 4) enabling site maps construction automatically (Li et al., 2001; Yip, 2004; Inder et al., 1998; Danielson, 2002). In addition, Li, Ayan, and et al. (Li et al., 2001) identify the site maps must be informative and representative indicated by citation analyses.

Although doctors can be slow adapters of new information technology (Tsai et al., 2005; Cheng et al., 2004), the availability of any data, at any time, from any place, changes the healthcare infrastructures dynamically via web portal.

3. Design Objectives & Requirements

According to the problems described in the Background, we design a new portal to solve them. Planning for the portal implementation should be seen as a process of building an infrastructure, foundation for the future, not as developing of a single all-encompassing solution. Therefore, the new portal has to satisfy the requirements as listed:
1) The new portal demands integrating the interface of multi-system authentication and authorization, i.e., Single Sign on Service (SSOS) interface. It validates user’s authentication as well as access control capabilities. The capabilities are visualized in menu selections based upon user’s authorization. If a user has no authority to access certain functions, the selections will be invisible.

2) The new portal main page ought to be well organized and hierarchical. It needs cover over 300 menu selections for clinicians and administrative staff usages. The selections provide function linkages to HIS (Outpatient, Inpatient, and Emergency Information Systems (Ko et al., 2006)), Healthcare Supporting Services (Critical Healthcare Alerts, Medical Report Review Services, and Consultation Services), Administrative Information System (Human Resources, Medicine Inventory, and Accounting), as well as others. Therefore, a hierarchical, drop-down navigation menu system architecture is inevitable.

3) The function linkages vary frequently; a dynamic menu configuration and generation must be manipulated effectively and efficiently.

4) The portal supports two bulletin boards in one web page, one for HIS, the other for administrative purpose. Furthermore, the boards require supporting real time, on-line features.

5) Because of the large numbers of linkages, the performance of main page rendering is concerned.

6) At present, NTUH HIS is under developing. The portal acquires to correctly redirect to developing, testing, or on-line production servers instantaneously.

4. System description & implementation

After requirement analyses, NTUH HIS has been developed, deployed based upon the middleware multi-tier infrastructure, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) technologies (Papazoglou, 2003; Papazoglou & Heuvel, 2007), i.e., Web Services (Krafzig et al., 2005; Shepherd et al., 2000) .NET. SOA represents the current pinnacle of interoperability, in which HIS resources distributed over networks are available as individual, loosely-coupled and independent services (Freudenstein et al., 2007; Murray, 2003; Bunge et al., 2008; Lewis et al., 2007). SOA is a desirable and inevitable solution to integrate diverse platforms, database as well as further merging, extending into NTUH HIS. The overall NTUH HIS frameworks are depicted in Figure 1. Within the diagram, individual components are described as followings.

4.1 Overall architecture

In Figure 1, it contains three major components, i.e., the front-end module, the middleware module, and the back-end services including database servers. The front-end module handles user interfaces via browsers. It establishes the user sessions as well as provides services to validate users’ authentications, authorizations. The middleware module, i.e., HL7 Middleware Framework as indicated in the diagram, glues the front-end services and the back-end facilities together. It provides communication and connectivity via SOA (Web Services) mechanism. The HL7 embedded XML formatted data is implemented in the framework for data exchanges among the modules. The back-end facilities support services and database storage.
Further detailed illustrations of the individual modules are provided as followings. In the front-end module, for user friendly browsing interfaces, we adopt web based services. The Portal Servers support the login process with the Single Sign on Service (SSOS) features (Cheng et al., 2004). The servers construct dynamic web URL linkages (Weng et al., 2007), direct to HIS components in the architecture. To enable the SSOS features, the authentication and authorization component (Auth-WS) is introduced. During the HIS operations, any validation needs to be verified through the Auth-WS. The Auth-WS integrates the Web-session Servers and Win-session Servers. The Web-session Servers interact with all other servers in the architecture under the .NET web services environment. The Win-session Servers are implemented as daemons (Window Services). All established conversations, sessions are executed by the daemons including database access.

The Web User Interface (WebUI) Servers generate web-based pages for users’ interactive activities. The State-session Servers store the user’s web session status variables for analyzing user logic and validation.

In the middleware module, the ancillary Sub-systems provide the connectivity between the WebUI Servers and HIS database (HIS DB) for HIS applications. The messages communicated between the Sub-systems and WebUI Servers are exchanged via the HL7 Framework (Ko et al., 2006). The HL7 Framework is the Middleware Integration Engine of the HIS architecture. It supports message management, routing, mapping, and database access. Detailed information about the processing of each message is also automatically logged by the Engine. Moreover, the Engine glues the medical systems (or applications) together. The HL7 Middleware accesses HL7 message, embedded in XML format, over Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). (Yang et al., 2006; Phan et al., 2007; HL7 Standard v2.5, 2003)
Further detailed illustrations of the individual modules are provided as follows. In the front-end module, for user friendly browsing interfaces, we adopt web based services. The Portal Servers support the login process with the Single Sign on Service (SSOS) features (Cheng et al., 2004). The servers construct dynamic web URL linkages (Weng et al., 2007), direct to HIS components in the architecture. To enable the SSOS features, the authentication and authorization component (Auth-WS) is introduced. During the HIS operations, any validation needs to be verified through the Auth-WS. The Auth-WS integrates the Web-session Servers and Win-session Servers. The Web-session Servers interact with all other servers in the architecture under the .NET web services environment. The Win-session Servers are implemented as daemons (Window Services). All established conversations, sessions are executed by the daemons including database.

The Web User Interface (WebUI) Servers generate web-based pages for users’ interactive activities. The State-session Servers store the user’s web session status variables for analyzing user logic and validation.

In the middleware module, the ancillary Sub-systems provide the connectivity between the WebUI Servers and HIS database (HIS DB) for HIS applications. The messages communicated between the Sub-systems and WebUI Servers are exchanged via the HL7 Framework (Ko et al., 2006). The HL7 Framework is the Middleware Integration Engine of the HIS architecture. It supports message management, routing, mapping, and database access. Detailed information about the processing of each message is also automatically logged by the Engine. Moreover, the Engine glues the medical systems (or applications) together. The HL7 Middleware accesses HL7 message, embedded in XML format, over Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). (Yang et al., 2006; Phan et al., 2007; HL7 Standard v2.5, 2003)

In order to achieve the data consistency, we introduce a Data Exchange Server that only receives the message sending from the HL7 Middleware. While Data Exchange server receiving messages, it will perform the data synchronization among patient demographic data in HIS, patient radiology information orders to Outsourcing Systems, i.e., RIS (Radiology Information System) database, or laboratory orders to LIS (Laboratory Information System), i.e. Legacy HIS, database. This data exchange processing can ensure all data in the systems, i.e., HIS and Outsourcing Systems, are updated and consistent as indicated in the back-end facilities (Hsieh et al., 2006; Hsieh et al., 2007; Weng et al., 2006).

To increase the performance of the NTUH HIS, a cluster of identical servers are deployed and dispatched dynamically by introducing Layer 4 and Layer 2 Switches. All the servers are configured running under load balancing as well as failover modes to ensure the system’s availability and concurrency. The firewalls are also installed to enhance the security of the architecture.

**4.2 Redirect scheme & Single sign on service**

**4.2.1 Redirect scheme**
NTUH HIS is a newly developed system (Hsieh et al., 2007; Ko et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2006). It supports multiple execution environments, i.e., developing, testing, as well as on-line production. Every environment is a complete HIS framework. For example, it includes Portal Server, Auth-WS (Web-session Server & Win-session Server), WebUI Server and...
State-session Server (i.e., Application Server), Sub-system, as well as Database Server (shown in Figure 2). The servers are configured in clusters as described in the “Overall architecture” Section. However, in each environment, the numbers of the identical servers are varied in clusters. To ensure practitioners as well as patients’ privacies, the databases in developing and testing environments are scrambled.

In the developing environment, initially the HIS engineers implement modules, functionalities locally and individually. Afterwards, the integrated modules are verified through regression tests. Secondly, the software installs and deploys under the testing environment for full evaluations. At last, the products, including Legacy HIS and Outsourcing Systems, are executed and running under the real, on-line environment for daily activities. Switching among different environments is implemented via the usage of Windows registry mechanism. Therefore, the portal can correctly redirect to developing, testing, or on-line production servers spontaneously.

4.2.2 Single sign on service

4.2.2.1 Single sign on components

The concept and the essence of Single Sign-On scenario have been addressed above. Users can login the portal from NTUH Intranet behind the firewalls. Currently, the implementations of the SSOS scheme contain Portal Servers, Auth-WS servers, and Application Servers: e.g. HIS components, Legacy HIS, as well as Outsourcing Systems, as shown in Figure 2. The servers are configured, in clusters, running under load balancing, fault tolerance mode.

The Portal Servers consolidate the SSOS, as illustrated in Figure 2 blue arrows, and deliver users’ identities to the Auth-WS servers as indicated in red arrows. The Auth-WS validates user’s authentication, authorization and generates an authentication access key for the user. The Web-session Servers and Win-session Servers execute together to provide the Auth-WS functionalities. During verifications, the Web-session Servers interact with all other servers, i.e., Portal Servers, HIS components, Legacy HIS, Outsourcing Systems (depicted in red arrows) to achieve the SSOS scheme. After SSOS validation, via Portal Server, other servers can be invoked subsequently, eventually connected to the HIS databases if required.
4.2.2.2 Single sign on approaches

NTUH is a large enterprise having the ramifications of roles and access permissions. For growing diversity, complexities of acute hospital care, it is particularly difficult to achieve, predict clearly mapping medical providers into roles or assigning access permissions, privileges to roles in healthcare environments. Initially, the hospital adopts the classical role based access control mechanism to deal with users, roles, and associated access rights (Barkley, 1997; 2004-Single). However, we encounter a dilemma: either few roles defined inducing role expansion (Adamcik et al., 1986; Bullough, 1976) or a role per individual resulting in role proliferation (Zhang, 2003; Woods, 2007). Therefore, to cope with the conflicts, a NTUH employee is entitled a basic set of permissions, following the principle of least privilege, according to his/her occupational territory. Additional access permissions, authorities will be aggrandized on demand. In here, the access permissions are pre-defined as web page access rights.

The SSOS scheme has been implemented as followings. For authentication, user’s employee ID, SSN (Social Security Number), and current timestamp are utilized to randomly generate the authentication access key. The key is utilized to authenticate among the NTUH components to achieve the SSOS scheme as described in the previous section. For authorization or access permissions, each HIS web page is assigned an identity, i.e., a web
page ID; every user is correlated with a set of web pages. If a user does not have the authority, the user cannot access, execute the web pages. The user ID and his/her associated web page IDs are stored and maintained in the HIS database. In addition, pre-fetched, paired page ID & user ID can be cached in Win-Session Server in order to improve the validation performance. The cached data are synchronized with HIS database on hourly basis.

The architecture of Web-session Servers is developed, deployed under the .NET web services environment. The Win-session Servers are implemented as daemons. All requests received in the Web-session Servers are forwarded to the daemons and operated there, including database interfaces.

Auth-WS is the core of the SSOS scheme for certifications. In the scheme, the Portal service and HIS components are developed under Microsoft .Net technologies. Thus, these two modules can communicate with Auth-WS directly. However, we design a COM component to adopt, facilitate the communications between the Legacy HIS applications and the Auth-WS. The communications between the Auth-WS and the Outsourcing Systems are achieved via their APIs. The flows of the scheme are demonstrated in Figure 2 red arrows.

4.3 Portal design & implementation

In order to achieve the requirements, we design and enhance a new, dynamic portal for NTUH. First, the portal integrates SSOS features. Secondly, we establish a hierarchical architecture and classify function linkages into groups which will be described clearly later. Therefore, the portal can provide intuitive and effective access. In addition, the portal site needs to provide visualized menu selections. The independent function linkages (URL links) are kept in files, i.e., configuration files. These files will be used for menu configuration and generation dynamically.

4.3.1 Classification of function linkages

In NTUH, the number of function linkages is numerous, over 300. Moreover, in the previous portal, the links are not classified. It is not easy to scroll and select the target links. After reviewing existing function links, we classify 7 groups and establish a hierarchical, drop-down navigation menu as shown at top row of Figure 3. Each sub-tree or branch of the hierarchical classification rooted at the portal represents a major subject area such as clinical care, patient care, health services administration, research, and teaching. In here, the groups are categorized into: HIS, Healthcare Supporting Services (HSS), Administrative Information System (AIS), Digital Learning (DL), Information Security (IS), Personal Data Management (PDM), and Other Resources (OR).

HIS and HSS involve most healthcare associated services. In HIS, it includes the major healthcare information services, e.g., Registration, Ward, Laboratory, Pathology, Pharmacy, and Billing. Medical Report Review Services, Critical Healthcare Alerts, and IC card tools are classified in the HSS group. The AIS consists of Human Resources, Accounting, and Medicine Inventory. The DL contains: educational instructions, discussion forums, questionnaires, as well as on-line exams. Secured, classified documents and materials are stored in IS. It provides privacy and security. Users’ personal information functions are maintained in PDM group. These functions include personal password, e-mails, and control access. Finally, the other administrative information is preserved in OR group, e.g.,
individual department home pages as well as announcements. Based on the classification, the NTUH users can operate the portal intuitively and effectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>醫療系統</th>
<th>醫療支援</th>
<th>其他資源</th>
<th>數位學習</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>醫生值</td>
<td>醫療紀錄</td>
<td>醫療支援</td>
<td>數位學習</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC卡工具</td>
<td>緊急通報系統</td>
<td>影像攝影系統</td>
<td>報告查詢系統</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>檢查說明書及報告照應</td>
<td>檢驗報告</td>
<td>疫苗報告</td>
<td>檢驗報告</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>訪問系統</td>
<td>訪問系統</td>
<td>檢驗報告</td>
<td>檢驗報告</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>急診</td>
<td>急診</td>
<td>緊急報告</td>
<td>緊急報告</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>員工中心</td>
<td>員工中心</td>
<td>費用報告</td>
<td>費用報告</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>医師試驗單資料系統</td>
<td>基因醫學資料查詢服務</td>
<td>医師試驗單資料系統</td>
<td>基因醫學資料查詢服務</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Hierarchical drop-down navigation menus

4.3.2 Access control capability

The portal provides the menu access control. It means if a user has no right to operate a function, the application link is not visible. For example, administrative staffs cannot execute the Medical Report Review Services in the HSS group; the service links are not visible to them. This capability is implemented in configuration files. There is a “check” property for every menu selection item in the files. The property can control the visibility of menu linkage. This feature will be discussed in details in the “Content of configuration file” Section.

4.3.3 DDNM design & implementation

NTUH portal site is designed as hierarchical, drop-down navigation menus (DDNM) (Goodman, 2003), depicted in Figure 3. The web page only displays in groups initially. Users first select a group; all the function linkages in the group will be rendered. This approach makes space usage flexibly as well as enlarges the amount of function linkages effectively.

Hierarchical DDNM is a client side display mechanism, i.e., this feature executes on user local machine by web browser. JavaScript is a powerful scripting language running in client browser, and it has been supported by many websites. Therefore, we choose JavaScript to implement the client side hierarchical DDNM.

Although the hierarchical DDNM solves the spatial problem of displaying a huge amount of function linkages (URL links), we quickly face another challenge. Because scripts are executed at client side, the URL link is normally hard coded in the scripts. Any URL link modification will cause the server side programs be revised. In addition, if the server side language is a compiling language, i.e., ASP.NET with C# programming language, the
program needs to be re-compiled and re-deployed. Therefore, the modification of URL link is time consuming. In order to solve the problem, the URL link should be retrieved at server side dynamically and not hard coded in scripts.

At beginning, the server side program retrieves URL links from the configuration files stored in the servers. A complete DDNM web page embedded with JavaScript is dynamically generated by the server. Afterwards, the client browser executes the scripts and displays the hierarchical DDNM. Figure 4 illustrates the concepts of dynamic, hierarchical DDNM. In the diagram, the users initiate requests; according to the selections, the web server retrieves the associated configuration files and generates the corresponding web pages, delivers them to the client side. The browsers render the web page and display the DDNM. Therefore, if the URL links need to be changed, we only modify the contents of configuration files. The server side program is independent from URL links. Thus, the URL links variation cost reduces significantly.

![Fig. 4. Concepts of dynamic, hierarchical DDNM](image)

**4.3.4 Content of configuration file**

While generating the portal main page, the server side programs retrieve properties from configuration files. In the file, it contains parameters: access control capabilities, linkage modes and multi-server redirections, as well as target control.

The configuration files have been categorized into 7 groups. Thus, there are 7 configuration files initially. Because the portal needs to redirect to servers of development, test, or on-line production environment, we create the corresponding configuration files. The additional configuration files can be introduced as needed later. The XML formatted configuration file is chosen to facilitate the NTUH portal. The detailed attributes with their associated values in configuration files, listed clearly in Table 1, are illustrated as the following:

(a) Access control capability: In the configuration file, the check property defines menu selection visibility. Multiple values can assign to the property as a concatenate string delimited by space. For example, the check value: “report showTestENV MIS” indicates a URL link needs to satisfy three criteria to enable the menu visibility. The user must have the
report viewing (report) and system developer (MIS) authorities as well as locate in the test environment (showTestENV). Any failure of the checked value will result in the URL link menu not visible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node or property</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
<td>Node name. It is the text of menu shown on web page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link</td>
<td></td>
<td>Link mode. It indicates how to manipulate the URL link and includes server redirection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linkValue</td>
<td>adminWeb</td>
<td>Administration web application: the URL of administration server appends with the web page URL, retrieved from nodeValue, to generate a full web URL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inpatWeb</td>
<td>Inpatient web application: the URL of inpatient server appends with the web page URL, retrieved from nodeValue, to generate a full web URL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>outpatWeb</td>
<td>Outpatient web application: the URL of outpatient server concatenates with the web page URL, retrieved from nodeValue, to generate a full web URL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>outpatWebWithID</td>
<td>The URL of outpatWeb appends with the user login ID.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reportLink</td>
<td>Reporting web application. The URL of reporting server appends with the web page URL, retrieved from nodeValue, to generate a full web URL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>staticLink</td>
<td>Output the nodeValue directly as the target URL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>staticWithID</td>
<td>The nodeValue attaches the user login ID as the target URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>staticWithKey</td>
<td>The nodeValue appends the access key as the target URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>staticWithKeyAndID</td>
<td>The nodeValue concatenates with the access key and user login ID as the target URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td>checkValue</td>
<td>Access control by login ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIS</td>
<td>Check if the login ID belongs to the role of MIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GSMMaintain</td>
<td>Check if the login ID has the right to maintain GSM cell phone table</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                  | report | Check if the login ID has the right to access the web application.
reports of patients

**shownTestENV**
Check if the login ID has the right to access the testing environment.

**qResult**
Check if the login ID has the right to access the questionary results

**Target**
Target control. It indicates how to open the web page with browser

**targetValue**

- **_self**
  Open a new page in the original browser
- **_blank**
  Open a new page in a newly created browser

**nodeValue**
URL Link: it can be a real URL or a code that needs to be translated

Table 1. The properties of a configuration file

(b) Linkage modes and multi-server redirections: the link property controls the URL link generation. For example, the link property can assign `outpatWeb`, `inpatWeb`, `ssolLink`, or `reportLink` as value. The `outpatWeb` indicates the application linkage redirects to Outpatient Information System servers. Similarly, the `inpatWeb` redirects to Inpatient Information System servers. The `ssolLink` integrates SSOS for NTUH multi-system validation, especially in non ASP.NET server environment. Finally, the `reportLink` enables Medical Report Review Services. In addition, HIS provides multi-environment, as mentioned in the “Redirect scheme” Section, to perform the complete execution environment. The link property also controls the multi-server redirections for HIS multi-environment.

(c) Target control: This control has the same meaning as HTML target property. Target property controls where the new web page will be displayed when a user follows a link. In the configuration file, target property maintains the target control.

### 4.3.5 A case study

Figure 5 shows a brief scenario. Initially, a user logs into the on-line production portal. After selecting the target menu group, i.e., HIS (as described in 4.3.1), the portal server will parse the HIS configuration file, as enclosed in the upper rectangular block of Figure 5, to generate the linkage web URLs. In the group, there are two menus: OutPatientSystem and InPatientSystem. PatientRegistration, Clinics, and Billing are the sub-menus of OutPatientSystem. In Clinics and Billing, there are two access capabilities which are kept in the check property: MIS and shownTestENV (indicated in the pink boxes). If a user cannot pass either of the two checks, these menus will not be visible on the web page, as depicted at the right hand side of menu selections. On the other hand, when a user passes both checks of MIS and shownTestENV, the result is shown as the left hand side of menu selections. The menu selections are visible to the user. The menu, in green, means it is active. When it is active, one click will trigger the redirection to the menu’s web URL.

A medical staff logs onto the PatientRegistration of the Outpatient Information System (OIS) under the on-line production environment as indicated in the middle part of Figure 5. The link property has `outpatWeb` as its value. Based on the value, the Portal Service retrieves the OIS server URL, `http://online.outpat.ntuh.gov.tw`, concatenates it with the PatientRegistration default page, `/WebApplication/Clinics/Default.aspx`, and constructs the OIS PatientRegistration URL. Finally, the user access key, provided by Auth-WS, is appended at the end of PatientRegistration web URL, indicated at the bottom of Figure 5.
The last property is target control. The value “_self” means that the linked web page will be displayed in the same browser window and our design default value is “_blank”, i.e., displaying in a new browser window. Therefore, the approach enables menu navigation accurately and timely.

4.3.6 DDNMLog Scheme
The design criteria of the newly NTUH HIS logging system can be defined as: 1) To provide an application framework for logging website usages with a caching and database approach; 2) Not to interfere with normal NTUH HIS Web operation traffics or performances. In the DDNM portal, in order to keep the favourite links for the NTUH users, we can log users’ behaviour, DDNMLog, and obtain users popular function links accessed by adapting LRU (Least Recent Used) algorithm. These links will be collected and implemented as “my favourite”. Therefore, users can quickly retrieve the links they frequently select. In addition, the pre-fetched links can be cached in advance to improve navigating performance.

DDNMLog, as depicted in Figure 6, allows NTUH HIS website administrators to record and analyze clinician usages of HIS online resources. The application includes four components: Favourite Links Generation, Logging, Queuing & Caching, and Back-end HIS Database. Favourite Links Generation and Logging components are embedded in NTUH portal. The other components are integrated in NTUH HIS .NET environment.

In the diagram, the Auth-WS validates user’s authentication, authorization and generates an access key for the user. DDNMLog recognizes the same individual no matter where he/she might be located in office, in lab, at home (via NTUH Virtual Private Network), or behind the NTUH Intranet. To facilitate and expedite the clinician operations, the Favourite Links Generation Module constructs and extracts the most recently executed function linkages retrieved (via .Net Remoting technique) from the FavouriteTable, implemented as .NET DataTable, in Queuing & Caching Module. The Module is implemented as a daemon, i.e., Window Service, resided in Portal Server.

The DDNMLog presents a caching and database approach implemented as an embeddable, plug-in, service, invoked by the medical practitioners. The FavouriteTable is periodically restored into the HIS Database for synchronization. The table is solely pre-fetched from the Database by the daemon, i.e., Queuing & Caching Module, after each re-start. Under normal operations, the daemon re-start rarely happens.

The DDNMLog database schema is described as follows. The MyFavouriteTable, in HIS Database, consists of 4 attributes: 1) ID (User ID); 2) LinkItemNum (function linkage number); 3) AccessTime (function linkage access timestamp); 4) Rank (LRU priority based on 3). The FavouriteTable attributes, in Queuing & Caching Module, are matched with the MyFavouriteTable attributes correspondingly.
4.3.7 Additional tools

There are two bulletins in NTUH, administrative and system bulletins. The administrative bulletin focuses on NTUH news, announcements; the system bulletin addresses HIS maintenance. Two bulletins need to be rendered within a web page margin. In addition, the bulletins require supporting the on-line modification features. The NTUH system administrator can insert, delete, and update the bulletin frequently in real time. Any alternation of the bulletins ought to be logged into a database promptly. When a user enters into the portal, the main page will dynamically, immediately retrieve information from the database and display on the page.

Moreover, the portal provides two tools: site map and download template. The site map is generated automatically, accordingly by the portal configuration files. The map will be updated while the portal is being altered. When a user activates the site map function, the map can be spontaneously regenerated based upon the newly configured features stored in the configuration files. In other words, the site map is maintained correspondingly by the portal configuration files. The function supports "shortcuts" to improve linkage targets searching temporally and spatially. Furthermore, the administrator can utilize the template, created from a web page, in order to construct the download page to announce special issues, meeting memorandums, etc. uploaded as files in NTUH.
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5. Achievements & performance evaluation

5.1 Achievements
The new portal has been operating on-line since June 2006 (as shown in Figure 7). The portal provides the front end integration for NTUH numerous systems by implementing the SSOS strategy. In the diagram, for menu selections, well organized classifications as well as grouping make the user navigate intuitively. The usage of dynamic, hierarchical DDNM reduces menu clicks and prevents the menu bar scrolling. In addition, it is easier to spontaneously maintain the URL links by simply managing the configuration files. The portal implementation raises a performance issue. In the first version of DDNM, it generates all function linkages every time (about 300). The server side program needs to parse all configuration files as well as create all HTML and JavaScript codes. It takes about 10 seconds on average to display the portal main page. In order to solve the issue, the DDNM second version has been designed and implemented by classified groups. The server side program only needs to process the selected group configuration file each time. Under the most complicated group, it takes approximately 2 seconds, on average, to render the main page.

5.2 Performance evaluations
In the NTUH HIS, the Portal Servers construct dynamic web URL linkages and front end requests to HIS components. The Auth-WS validates user’s authentication as well as
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The new portal has been operating on-line since June 2006 (as shown in Figure 7). The portal provides the front end integration for NTUH numerous systems by implementing the SSOS strategy. In the diagram, for menu selections, well organized classifications as well as grouping make the user navigate intuitively. The usage of dynamic, hierarchical DDNM reduces menu clicks and prevents the menu bar scrolling. In addition, it is easier to spontaneously maintain the URL links by simply managing the configuration files.

The portal implementation raises a performance issue. In the first version of DDNM, it generates all function linkages every time (about 300). The server side program needs to parse all configuration files as well as create all HTML and JavaScript codes. It takes about 10 seconds on average to display the portal main page. In order to solve the issue, the DDNM second version has been designed and implemented by classified groups. The server side program only needs to process the selected group configuration file each time. Under the most complicated group, it takes approximately 2 seconds, on average, to render the main page.

5.2 Performance evaluations

In the NTUH HIS, the Portal Servers construct dynamic web URL linkages and front end requests to HIS components. The Auth-WS validates user’s authentication as well as authorization. The Portal Servers and the Auth-WS act critical roles for NTUH HIS front end performance. Therefore, we evaluate and analyze these two components respectively in the architecture.

The Portal Servers, Auth-WS CPU and memory usages, as well as the number of connections collected in a week, 04/13 ~ 04/19/2009, aggregated by hours daily. The Portal Servers CPU and memory usages, as well as the number of connections data collected are illustrated in Figures 8, 9, and 10 respectively. During the period, on average, the Portal Servers CPU usage reaches 5% at most diurnally. The memory utilization is under 23% (on average, it reaches 700 MB approximately with total memory 3GB) and remains steady daily. The number of concurrent connections peaks in the morning and early afternoon during the hospital operational hours. In addition, the numbers fluctuate between 8:00 am and 5:00 pm. The Auth-WS contains the Web-session Servers and Win-session Servers. The Web-session and Win-session Servers CPU, memory usages, as well as the number of concurrent connections are shown in Figures 11-15 respectively. The Win-session Servers are daemons,
not web servers; the number of concurrent connections is not available. During the period, on average, the Web-session Servers and the Win-session Servers CPU usages reach 35% at most diurnally as indicated in Figures 11 and 14. The usages drop during the lunch break. In Web-session Servers, the memory utilization is under 21% (on average, it reaches 630 MB approximately with total memory 3GB) and remains steady daily as presented in Figure 12.
Fig. 11. CPU utilization of the Web-session Server

Fig. 12. Memory utilization of the Web-session Server

However, in Win-session Servers the utilization is around 50% daily as shown in Figure 15. The peaks, indicated in Figure 15, result in the synchronization of authentication and authorization data between the Win-Session Servers and HIS database on hourly basis.
In general, Figures 8-15, the CPU, memory usages, and the number of concurrent connections in Servers fluctuate steadily between 8:00 am and 5:00 pm over the hospital regular hours from Monday thru Friday (4/13~4/17/2009); the usages drop significantly during the lunch break. On Saturday (4/18/2009, as indicated in the dark brown dashed line), the regular hours for outpatient services are 8:00 am to noon; on Sunday (4/19/2009, as indicated in the dark green dashed line), the hospital is closed for outpatient registrations and services. The corresponding usage statistics are presented in the diagrams.

Fig. 13. The number of concurrent connections of the Web-session Web Server

Fig. 14. CPU utilization of the Win-session Server during the lunch break. On Saturday (4/18/2009, as indicated in the dark brown dashed line), the regular hours for outpatient services are 8:00 am to noon; on Sunday (4/19/2009, as indicated in the dark green dashed line), the hospital is closed for outpatient registrations and services. The corresponding usage statistics are presented in the diagrams.

Fig. 15. Memory utilization of the Win-session Server
as indicated in the dark green dashed line), the hospital is closed for outpatient registrations and services. The corresponding usage statistics are presented in the diagrams.

Fig. 15. Memory utilization of the Win-session Server

6. Discussion

The NTUH new portal has classified the linkages into groups; the users can operate the portal intuitively and effectively. The portal permits searching by browsing hierarchical classifications of the web-based information. Although there are many positive feedbacks, a beginner is not familiar with the portal layouts initially and may not navigate them smoothly. There is one issue users complain. In general, a user accesses not more than 10 function selections on average. However, in the current design, the user needs to select the target menu from classified groups covering over 300 linkages. It is still time consuming. Regarding the issue, we plan to improve it according to the following approaches:

1) Keeping the favourite links for users: we can log (Liu et al., 2006) users’ behaviour and obtain users popular function links by adapting LRU (Least Recent Used) algorithm. These links will be collected and implemented as “my favourite”. Users can quickly retrieve the links they frequently execute. In addition, the pre-fetched links can be cached in advance to improve performance. Therefore, an embedded DDNMLog has been implemented in conjunction with NTUH HIS. The application uses Oracle as the back-end log database and is integrated in Microsoft .NET environment. In addition, the application has been pilot since April, 2009.

2) Providing site map facilities: the portal site map can improve targets searching temporally and spatially. The site map is generated, maintained automatically, accordingly by the portal configuration files. The approach illustrates the flexibility of the site map maintenance. NTUH HIS Portal provides medical practitioners and staff with a visible site map to encourage them to navigate the Portal via shortcuts. However, the current NTUH site map is a heavily hierarchical interlinked tree structures; it can induce disorientations (Dieberger,
1997). On the other hand, the practitioners have different expectations and preferences while navigating the web site to perform their daily operations. It is desirable to ameliorate the situation. Therefore, we propose a technique by utilizing the DDNMLog scheme to retrieve users’ behaviours in order to construct a multi-granular, topic of interests site map imposed, derived via the configuration files automatically. The link structures of the map can be presented, indicated by citation analyses with further pruning as well. It is anticipated that the usability effects of the NTUH Portal site map can be improved.

3) Full text searching: the portal will provide the feature. The planned searching engine will examine all the words in bulletin contents, documents, announcements, as well as menus to expedite searching and text retrieval.

4) Customized portal per user: the portal can be customized by per user basis including groups, function links, as well as web page layouts. The approach can be achieved using Web 2.0-based technologies (Knights., 2007; Schroth & Janner, 2007). The techniques empower users to customize their experiences more effectively than ever before, and share information in more efficient and collaborative way.

Therefore, the combination of these techniques effectively benefits the entire NTUH HIS systems workloads. The portal has been on-line formally since June 2006. The portal provides services for doctors, medical staffs, as well as administrative personnel. In order to understand and validate the perfectionism, completeness of the portal, we conduct periodically assessment interrogation, interviewing, and debriefing to obtain the portal usages, suggestions from the associates for further enhancements as well.

7. Conclusion

The NTUH new portal explores the dynamic, hierarchical drop-down navigation menu to visualize function linkages by simply managing the configuration files. The DDNM rendering is flexible for space usage and enlarges the capacity of URL links. It leads the portal contain over 300 function links as well as two bulletins in one web page. The XML formatted configuration files are designed to automate function linkages with access control, linkage modes and multi-server redirections, as well as target control. The new portal generates the main page effectively and efficiently. In addition, the portal supports front end integration for NTUH numerous systems, platforms applying the SSOS scheme. Therefore, the portal provides a unique entrance for NTUH HIS infrastructure. The infrastructure supports the availability of any data, at any time, from any place dynamically.

The NTUH HIS has been developed from the ground up to be an available, robust, reliable, secure, interoperable, and service-oriented architecture. Moreover, the NTUH HIS is an innovation designed to address the continuously changing and demanding natures of today’s healthcare environment in Taiwan. It presents a solution to perform challenges imposed by heavy messaging traffic that is threatening the viability of Web-Services (.NET) implementations. As a result, capital expenditures are controlled and the return on investment is shorter.

In summary, the NTUH HIS portal is a vehicle driven to support integrated access to information needed by Hospital constituents, whether they are students, staff, or faculty. Furthermore, the additional tools, techniques empower medical practitioners to customize, fulfill their experiences more comprehensively. The DDNMLog service provides a dynamic function linkage usages monitoring and allows just-in-time (shortcuts) accesses for users. On
the other hand, NTUH HIS Portal is a large, complicated, heavily interlinked web site; it is likely to be disoriented. However, the Portal is a visible, hierarchical tree topology, and immediately accessible; under the circumstances, the site map is significantly accommodating (Yip, 2004; Danielson, 2002). As the portal continues to be developed and enhanced, the new features can be added on a regular basis. The aspects of the NTUH Portal accessibility, i.e., visual structure, colour contrast, and text size, in compliance with Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 (WCAG 2.0, 2008), are under preliminary investigation.
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